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Dear Gary, 

The Crafaid memo and the excerpts from Finck arrived Way. I cuould 
not resist reading the excepts and did, immediately. It is much more gretifeing 
to me that I'll be able to explain or probably than I will except to you. One 
of the diffkcktt periods for me, as you may have gathered, began with my se7idental 
discovery in mid*november. The December trip was agnoy and the Tanuary one, 
having been cancelled teer days before I made it, worrying and exceedingly un-
comfortable. One of those times I passed out briefly, fall against Matt's harpsi-
chord and knocked all tbet legs out from under it. I went down in Tenuary only 
after Moo, Alcock, Oser and Bill ?? who worked with Oser, all phoned me from the 
NOAC. I'd unpacked and when I could get the reservation back repacked whet I 
thought might be most important for them to have. Oscar and Bill met me at the 
airport and I spent the rest of the day with them. It was not a pleasant day, 

'for in addition to informing them of fact they didn't know and trying to antici-
pate for them the problems they'd face I also he to face their doctrine and their 
inflexibility over it. My predictions were exact and correct, my reasons for 
forecasting what did hepeen are those we hove since learned, as from Mettle jury 
canvass, were the right ones. 

Meanwhile, in December, they had aciced ma to prepare a witness list 
for them and what they should get froM each. I believe I sent you copies of all 
of them. You will recall I inlladed the autopsy, but as State rather than defense 
witnesses. Anticipating they would, as they had indicate, I also took there what 
they would went for going over Humes, Boswell or Pluck. 

I did not than know that Sohn Nichols :would he there, but in the in-
terest of his own work, I think the spring of 1938, I met him in Washington when 
he was at a Welter Reed seminar. I took a copy of POST MOB= and the supporting 
documents (so many of which he is now squeezing into his own case) and loaned them 
to him. 4B is the first person to read FM. He was so impressed he asked it he 
could keep it for study after he got home and I  agreed. He was 7horoushly familiar 
with it. I also gave copies to Oser and Alford and ouis. I made these in N.M. for 
them, and I went over it end my earlier eutopey writing for them, for it was 
obvious by the time I was there that they would lose the case end the only benefit 
the rest of us could hope for would be a good record. when they decided to drop 
some o their witnesses, including autopsy, I had hot phone calls with Moo. 

When I read what I did in hte N.O. papers I felt good for I knew they 
had reed whet I'd merhad in the books I gave them and what I'd told them about 
in PM- end I emphasized the meaning I found in the Sibert-O'Neill report that 
everyone else missed (one of the reasons I am sometimes so reluctant for others 
to use first what I have discovered, for Epstein, who got it innocently, as I now 
know, and through people who gave it to him also innocently, did not understand it) 

But not until reading those pages of the transcript you sent me did 
eealize how closely they paid attention that unpleasant Sunday, how carefully 

they reed what I told them to, and how well worth it those disagreeable days 
before the trial really were. In all the pages you sent me, there is only a single 
question that does not come from What I gave them and asked them to use$  the one 
about the newspaper story quoting Jean Hill. TAhile there is little doubt they would 
have otherwise known about acme, perhaps much of this without me or my work, the 
fact is that the most important things theybweuld not have. The pert you sent me 
is en important record. I will find good use for it myself, and not alone in writing. 

You have no idea hoe closely they did heed me, the think, after Jim and 
my leaving, I did not expect. Those parts they used from the panel report are the 
parts I marked those wee hours the morning before the first hearing in Halleekts 



court. That night we divided labor, Bud and NUMB going over the legal brief and 
I studying thepanel report. I marked it up in red for use the next day. You know 
about Charlie War'd call at the crucial moment. And how it ended our plans. Byt 
the Sunday night that I get to N.O. in :emery I fereed puma to meet me end give 
me that report, which I then began really examnine and =rking UD /me the next 
day I personally xeroxed the copies, all of Which bore these markings, end sent them 
to those who moseurgently needed them, including; the pathologists. I am also now 
particularly grnO4Ied that they listened to me, in fact gave me the authority to 
select, their witnesses. It is I Who selected Wecht, got his consent and lockgroended 
him. Be added one ;tiling I didn't uneerttand myself, the unexamined left hemisphere. 
I was aware they hedn't but not of its significance. 

So, aside from being semethine of which there is little for me, a reward, 
those few pages tell me my decisions so herd to make were all correct, I should 
have refused to to in N.O. when I did, electing Washington and that proceeding 

instead, and did right to go back at their impertuninine, although I had decided 
against it. We Will never know if I did the right thing in not going back after 
the final Helleck proceeding. I still believe I did the right thing to get that 
on paper, im,edietely and stilletelisee I'd have been unheeded on many other 
things. But I also acknowledge that, with Oser and Alford having listened so care-
fully to begin with, they might have continued to as long as we were in private. I 
may have been wrong, I nay have been able to help buildee better record. Noe I 
wonder, however, if I had continued at thet pace, how I'd have survived it, with 
all the tension 

I am anxices to read all of Finck's testimony. John has promdeed it. I 
find significance le what is not underlined in the poses you sent. Thera may be 
things I'll understand 9s others may nr't beceuse I have done :none core on this 
than anyone else. 

Those strange people. I have yet te hear a word of thanks from anyone. 
As soon as I sew the c and as in the paper I wrote Oser a letter praising what he 
had done (and he earned it- fof until I get there ha really knew nothing of that 
part of the case, he also han'led other ports, and it is amazing to me that he both 
keet so muds in mind and retrieved so much end used it so well. Those of us close 
to this may not fully esereciate what I regard as a really fine examination by him, 
because he was more handicapped then most critics will ever understand). He has yet 
to acknowledge it: I see some of the same, but much lees, in Frazier, for he is one 
of the witnesses I recommended (I even had to locate these people for them to 
serves) end verbally and in writing 1  outlined what they should seek. The odd 
thing legally is that it is much better for them to have been defense witnasses,m 
for it gives more legal weight to what did came from them. 

Bud is coming here some'.ay this week. I'll give him what younsent me 
for me to copy and see if he'll make copies for both of us and return thew originals 
to you. In order to avoid forgeeting apything, I'm keeping ouch things in the 
envelope in which you send them. I am tired, and I are trying to take better care 
of myself, and I do keep working while trying to figure out for myself whatever the 
hangup that is causing this nerve thing may be or what tension is causitive, if one 
is, or what combination, so I want to restrict work to production. More than over 
I now want to return to PMII, and I'll have to begin by reading what I have done 
end what I have yet to write up. The chief reason he is coming is to hear a long 
phone call had yesterday from a strange bedfellow, but we are also going over 
whet he is about to do for me with the government. I know you are concerned about 
my helath, and I give you the assurance that I are not pushing myself now, lay down 
when I feel tired (took two naps today before 1 p.m., but bean with a vigorous 
walk in these hills because the air is too cool for swimming), get into the pool 
three-four times a say end usually just lay in the sun a half hour to an hour once 

day, thinking and listening to the radio news, and I am getting to bed earlier 
and truing to sleep later. Excuse haste. Another letter must get out today. Best, 


